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Health information systems: Failure, success
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(HIS) success is questioned by a few commentators in the medical informatics field.
They point to widespread HIS failure. The purpose of this paper was therefore to
develop a better conceptual foundation for, and practical guidance on, health infor-
mation systems failure (and success).
Methods: Literature and case analysis plus pilot testing of developed model.
Results: Defining HIS failure and success is complex, and the current evidence base
on HIS success and failure rates was found to be weak. Nonetheless, the best cur-
rent estimate is that HIS failure is an important problem. The paper therefore
derives and explains the ‘‘design—reality gap’’ conceptual model. This is shown
to be robust in explaining multiple cases of HIS success and failure, yet provides a
contingency that encompasses the differences which exist in different HIS contexts.
The design—reality gap model is piloted to demonstrate its value as a tool for risk
assessment and mitigation on HIS projects. It also throws into question traditional,
structured development methodologies, highlighting the importance of emergent
change and improvisation in HIS.
Conclusions: The design—reality gap model can be used to address the problem of
HIS failure, both as a post hoc evaluative tool and as a pre hoc risk assessment and
mitigation tool. It also validates a set of methods, techniques, roles and competen-
cies needed to support the dynamic improvisations that are found to underpin cases
of HIS success.
© 2006-Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The medical informatics literature presents, by and
large, a picture of successful health information
systems (HIS): the modal form of journal article and
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conference paper is an implementation case study
that is adjudged to be a success. There is a neg-
ative bias against publication of failures found in
healthcare literature more broadly and in medical
informatics literature specifically [1,2]. Hence, just
a small handful of writings strike a discordant note,
claiming there to be significant numbers of HIS fail-
ures.
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This paper — aligning itself with the minority lit-
erature — sets out to investigate HIS failure. Its ini-
tial task will be to review the nature and extent of
this failure. If, as seems likely, there are significant
problems with significant numbers of information
technology (IT)-based systems in healthcare, this
creates a major gap between the positive poten-
tial for informatics to contribute to the work of
healthcare organisations and a more negative real-
ity. This, in turn, means that increasingly large sums
of money are being invested in new health infor-
mation systems but that a substantial proportion of
this will go to waste on unimplemented or ineffec-
tive systems.

Dissatisfied with the analyses of HIS failure
offered to date, this paper develops a new model
that may offer a better understanding of that fail-
ure (and, equally, of success). This, in turn, can
highlight interventions that may help to reduce the
risk of systems failure.

2. Defining and estimating HIS failure
and success

Given this categorisation, one could then review
literature data in order to produce estimates of suc-
cess and failure.

In attempting this, one runs into a further dif-
ficulty. Despite the fact that evaluation as a topic
offers a higher profile within the medical informat-
ics literature than within the broader information
systems (IS) literature, the base of evaluative case
study data from which one could estimate success
and failure rates is weak: ‘‘most of the available
literature refers only to pilot projects and short-
term outcomes, and in many cases the efficacy of
the application was being considered, rather than
its effectiveness’’ [5]. These weaknesses can be
teased out:

• Timing: Reporting pilots and prototypes rather
than fully operational systems is problematic in
itself. It also highlights the problem of timing in
the determination of success and failure, where
today’s HIS success may be tomorrow’s HIS fail-
ure, and vice versa [6]. This issue remains largely
unrecognised within the medical informatics lit-
erature, where data is almost universally cross-
sectional rather than longitudinal. It is thus blind
to the sustainability failure of HIS that succeed
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Any discussion of HIS success and failure must begin
with a definition of its terms. Such an attempt runs
into some immediate difficulties that this paper,
while recognising, cannot completely resolve. The
first difficulty is the subjectivity of evaluation:
viewed from different perspectives, one person’s
failure may be another’s success [3,4].

This problem can be partly addressed through a
three-way categorisation of HIS initiatives:

• The total failure of an initiative never imple-
mented or in which a new system is implemented
but immediately abandoned. Such an outcome
can be defined relatively objectively.

• The partial failure of an initiative in which major
goals are unattained or in which there are signif-
icant undesirable outcomes. In some cases — for
example, where only a subset of initially stated
objectives has been achieved — the notion of
partial failure may be relatively straightforward.
Other partial failures, though, are more difficult
to identify because identification grapples with
the issue of subjectivity. This requires evaluation
to ask: ‘‘Whose goals are unattained?’’ and ‘‘For
whom are the outcomes undesirable?’’.

• The success of an initiative in which most stake-
holder groups attain their major goals and do
not experience significant undesirable outcomes.
Again, there will be subjectivity in identifying
such outcomes.
initially but are then abandoned after a relatively
short period of time. It is also blind to the aban-
doned failure that is then revived at some later
stage. Yet both exist in practice: a point discussed
later in this paper.
Objectivity of categorisation: The definitions of
partial failure and of success are only opera-
tionalisable where evaluation methods recognise
subjectivity, and recognise and interact with mul-
tiple stakeholder groups. Yet most reported case
studies take a positivist approach to evaluation
that assumes an objectivity to success and fail-
ure [7].
Objectivity of data: More contentiously, one may
reflect that many HIS paper authors are the
developers of the system they seek to report
due, in part, to the strong historical practice-
orientation of academic groups within medical
informatics [8]. They therefore lack the distanc-
ing and independence from the object of study
that are norms of methodological rigour in refer-
ent medical or information systems disciplines.

Given that case study material forms a poor basis
or estimation, we must turn instead to the few
nstances of cross-case data. Some of this data
elates to specific types of application, for exam-
le:

Clinical decision making systems: ‘‘Currently
prevalent systems . . . have high failure rates’’ [9].
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• Computer-assisted learning in medicine: ‘‘Many
of these programmes failed’’ [10].

• Mobile computing healthcare systems: ‘‘Studies
evaluating prototypes have revealed that accep-
tance of such tools was rather low’’ [11].

• Shared decision making (SDM) systems: ‘‘Studies
examining the adoption of SDM tools to support
patients in treatment or screening decisions have
reported clinicians’ reluctance to use such tools’’
[12].

Some data relates to particular countries and
health systems, for example:

• ‘‘People within the NHS [UK National Health
Service] and without appear to believe that
this organization has experienced relatively high
rates of IS failure’’ [13].

• ‘‘Doctors in Norwegian hospitals reported a low
level of use of all electronic medical records sys-
tems’’ [14].

Other data is generic:

• ‘‘Seventy percent of the systems either fail or do
not provide end-user satisfaction’’ [15].

• ‘‘There are many more failure stories to tell than
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tial failure category; and only a minority fall into
the success category.

3. Understanding HIS failure and success

The best estimate, from an admittedly poor evi-
dence base, is that most HIS fail in some way. In
this section, we seek to understand why this should
be.

Interest in HIS failure is not new but analysis of
the limited past literature suggests it has tended
to fall into one of two related traps. One trap
relates to generalisability. Some studies are overly
specific; focusing on a single case study of fail-
ure from which it is hard to legitimately generalise
conclusions (e.g. [19,20]). Other studies are overly
generic, providing prescriptive ‘‘cookbook’’ guid-
ance that is intended to apply in all circumstances
(e.g. [18]). In both cases, the studies fail to recog-
nise the situation-specific factors that determine
success and failure for each particular HIS [21].

The other trap relates to conceptualisation.
Some HIS studies provide a useful practical tech-
nique but provide no clear conceptual model as a
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there are success stories’’ [16].
‘‘Even in today’s health care organizations, more
than 25 years after the inception of the field,
truly successful HIS stories are not common.
On the other hand, failures are highly visible,
widespread, and costly’’ [17].
‘‘Most healthcare informatics professionals today
have experienced or are familiar with one or
more system failures. Many healthcare institu-
tions have consumed huge amounts of money
and frustrated countless people in unsuccessful
IS efforts.’’ [18].

Unfortunately, in almost all cases, the source of
his data is either one or two individual case stud-
es, or uncited. The Anderson figure [15] appears
o derive from a survey, though the source is
ot entirely clear. One is left with estimates that
ppear more like assertions, or generalisations from
ersonal or very limited experience.

To conclude, then, both the conceptualisation
nd the evidence base for HIS success and failure
re weak. Both need strengthening. All one can say
s that the data is at least suggestive that success
nd failure rates for HIS are not significantly out
f line with rates reported from general IS surveys.
eaving aside the challenging issue of success and
ailure’s evolutionary nature, these latter report
hat something like one-fifth to one quarter of IS
rojects fall into the total failure category; some-
hing like one-third to three-fifths fall into the par-
oundation (thus limiting the confidence with which
ne can generalise from the initial study) (e.g.
22]). Others provide strong conceptual foundations
ut can offer limited practical guidance (e.g. [23]).

Such a characterisation is echoed in analyses of
he broader literature on IS failure and risk, which
dds one further trap [24]. This is the contrast
etween IS studies that are static, concerned solely
ith factors underlying success/failure, and those
hich are dynamic, concerned solely with the pro-
ess of IS implementation that ends in success or
ailure.

We thus have three pairs of Scylla and Charyb-
is that — not without difficulty — must be steered
etween. Dealing with these in reverse order, this
aper takes a route that attempts to encompass
oth static factors and dynamic process; that pro-
ides a conceptual foundation to its practical guid-
nce; and that draws from multiple case studies in
rder to offer some confidence of generalisability,
ut also draws centrally on the notion of contin-
ency in order to deliver a model that can be shaped
o the differing circumstances of differing health
nformation systems.

Inherent within most ideas of contingency is the
dea of fit or congruence: of mismatch and match
etween and within factors and of the need to
hange in order to adapt systems so that there is
ore match than mismatch. There are different

ariants of contingency models but one main con-
ept has been that of fit between an organisational
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system — an information system, a management
system, etc. — and its environment [25]. Within
the information systems literature, there is vari-
ation in the environmental factor or factors that
an information system is supposed to fit with. One
important strand has been work looking at the fit
between technology and the task it is intended to
support [26,27]. Another has been writings on fit
between IS and organisational strategy [28,29].

There are two problems, though, with these ear-
lier contingent approaches. First, they tend to be
narrow: picking on just one or two factors despite
the fact that IS success and failure are seen to be
multi-factoral [24]. Second, in seeking to match an
IS to its environment, they produce a logical chal-
lenge: if, for example, a health information system
were to exactly match its environment, it would not
change that environment in any way. Yet the formal
purpose of HIS is to support and bring about organi-
sational change in order to improve the functioning
of healthcare organisations. There must therefore
be some degree of change that an HIS introduces.

On the other hand, if a health information system
tries to change too much this brings with it a risk of
failure and, the more you change, the greater this

the model presented here will be the designers who
create the dominant HIS design, and the users who
populate the local reality.

These groups are especially valuable to an under-
standing of failure given their dislocation, in both
psychological and even physical terms, as part of
the HIS implementation process. However, this sim-
plification does impose limits; for example, limiting
subjective partial failures to a consideration of the
objectives of these two stakeholder groups alone.

What could be relevant dimensions of this
‘‘design—reality gap’’ between the designers’ dom-
inant design and the local actuality of the users? The
dimensions could be built up in a number of ways:
theoretically on the basis of literature; descrip-
tively on the basis of a straightforward delineation
of components of an information system; and ana-
lytically on the basis of case studies. An amalgam
of all three approaches is presented here.

In all, as noted above, the design is a repre-
sentation of an intentional future. It is a world-in-
miniature that contains elements that have been
inscribed either explicitly or implicitly. These ele-
ments include:
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risk [16]. In the much-cited London Ambulance Ser-
vice case, for example, failure arose because ‘‘the
speed and depth of change were simply too aggres-
sive for the circumstances’’ [30].

3.1. Dimensions of change: design—reality
gaps

From the previous section, we see that the amount
of change between ‘‘where we are now’’ and
‘‘where the HIS wants to get us’’ is central to health
information system success and failure.

The former will be represented by the current
realities of the particular healthcare context. The
latter will be represented by the model of con-
ceptions and assumptions that have been inscribed
into the new HIS design. Putting this a little more
precisely, then, the model proposed here would
state that success and failure depend on the size
of gap that exists between ‘‘current realities’’ and
‘‘design conceptions of the HIS’’. More plainly, this
can be referred to as the ‘‘design—reality gap’’.

In practice, because of subjective expectations
about the future and subjective perceptions of real-
ity, it could be argued that every individual HIS
stakeholder has their own design and their own ver-
sion of reality. Among these myriad design—reality
gaps, we must necessarily simplify the model.
Drawing on a thread within the IS failure literature
[3,31], the two key homogenised stakeholders in
Components from the designers’ own context:
Health information system design is a situated
action—–an action ‘‘taken in the context of
particular, concrete circumstances’’ [32]. This
action draws elements of that context into the
design:

‘‘Our technologies mirror our societies. They
reproduce and embody the complex interplay of
professional, technical, economic and political
factors.’’ [33]

Designers themselves are part of and shaped
by that context, and so their own cultural val-
ues, objectives, etc. will be found inscribed in
the design [34,35].
Conceived assumptions about the situation of
the user: This includes assumptions about the
users’ activities, skills, culture and objectives,
and assumptions about the user organisation’s
structure, hardware and software infrastructure,
etc. [32,36,37].

This literature therefore suggested a need to
ncompass issues of objectives and values, activ-
ties, human skills, organisational structure, and
echnical infrastructure. This was combined with
ore descriptive material on key factors that

nderlie IS implementation such as data, finan-
ial resources, and their coordination through man-
gerial systems (e.g. [24,38]
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